
Kaitlin's Book

November 1, 2004. Wetl, I've been thinLing about Kaitlin's book for sweral weeks, wen

before finishing the wedding gift for Chris end Bill. tt's going to be a book of familv
pictures that I will accompany with text. Maybe I can make a kind of story out of it. After

much thought, t've decided to use a halLinch wide three-ring binder that I will cover with

embroidered print fabric. I'm going to use the fairy shisha tree from Betty Luke's book

rather than create a design of my own, partly because I want the experience of working

with ranious ways of attaching shisha- This will be good practice. And partly because I

thinL it is a desien that Kaitlin will find appealing magical; and it

suggests a family tree.

I've chosen a dark red print cotton with small circles that will echo
the shisha circles and I'm going to use Rajmahal art silk from my
stash not the colo$ Betty Luke
specifies.

This is the template for the fairy tree.
Each circle will be atached with its
own technique and embellishment.
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Yesterdav I framed uo the fabric and
finished winding the tlrrea& on to floss lceys. Next comes
transferring the design.

December 25. Finally back to work on this project, after
making baby bibs for Karin's shower gift and worLing more
than a week on Michelle's book maluscript. This week I've retum€d to practicing shisha

stitches on a practice clotlr- Not as easy as it looks. I
made faux shisha from cardboard circles covered with
aluminum foil and cut some circles out of gold plastic
rnirror material and have tried straight stitches,
herrinebone, buttonhole, and Erica Wilson's shGha
stitch-the best result so far. I've also covered a
cardboard washer with bunonhole stitch and worked a
spider's web over a disc, circling it with chain stitch. I'm
working with DMC rayon, gold thread, and cotton floss.
Need more practice before I'11 be ready to start stitching
the book cover. I did realize, though, that I can invent
shisha stitches and embellishments myself.

January 1, 2005. Been working about an hour a &y and finding it much harder to do
than I thought it would be. I've stitched the sadi arrd the smooth sadi bas broken in places.

I may have to replace it. I've attached the first two shisha mirrors. They looL okay.



January 13. Haven't worked on this project for over a week because of other asi<s-
preparing our party meal, installing and leaming to use our new digital camera, installing
and sm.rggling with my new extemal hard drive, a doctor's appointment (l took this worlc
in-progress to shovr Dr. Carpenter), and going to the Walters Art Museum. Nonz I have
new clothes to wash and hem. I'm really eager to get back to work on this gift,

January 25. This project is not going as well as I would lite. There have been too many
intem:ptions, hence it is progressing slowly. Attaching shisha is more difficult than I
anticipated, and even though I did practice several techniques, my work still looks crude.
I'm finding, too, that I prefer smaller scale work, not such large motifs as
these shisha, which are healy and stirched with as many a.s sir( strands of
thread, giving a bulky appea€nce.

Unable to find washers of the right size, I made my own---one {iom t'wo
rings of cardboard glued together and the other from cording glued into a
circle and painted silver. That worked pretty well. Here most of the shisha have been

stitched. Unsatisfied
with this one, I have
urxtitched the green
inner circle and
replaced it. I've added
stitchturg to the chain
stitch outer shape.

Next t'm going to
remove all the sadi
leaves and do them
over again, after
practicing fint.

January 30. I did remove all the sadi and did the
leaves over. Thev look much better. much better,

It was well worth the effort and time it took to do it. Two days ago I finished the
embroidery and removed the fabric from the stretcher frame. I decided to sign the work so
stitched my name. The embroidery, including name, took 30 hours. Then yesterday I fitted
the fabric over the notebook, whiih took some doing, but I think it's olay. Today I plan to
stitch it in place. Then the book cover will be finished On to the contents.

January 31. It tcrk about
two hours to consmrct the
book cover.



March 2. Yesterday I finished Kaitlin's book-?Z pages of
photographs and text plus three genealogical chara-her
ancestors, Otis Johru' descendents and John Rittler's
descendents. Here's the title page. I put 18 of her relatives'
names in the circles. It took 32.5 hours to comDlete the
contents.
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